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US SUPREME COURT’S REFUSAL TO ADDRESS PRIVILEGED TREATMENT OF DUAL-PURPOSE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

On 26 January, Barnes & Thornburg LLP published an Alert saying that, on 23 January, after hearing 

arguments in the case, the Court threw out a case involving a law firm specialising in international 

tax issues, including the practice of advising clients on the tax consequences of expatriation, which 

had raised an alarm lest it would issue an opinion impacting how the attorney-client privilege should 

apply to “dual-purpose communications” or communications between attorneys and clients that 

discuss both legal and non-legal business advice.  The Alert warns that the decision of the Court 

means that the standard apply will continue to vary state by state and will remain to be “fact 

dependent”.  It says that companies should assume that a court will apply the primary purpose test 

in resolving privilege disputes, making it more likely that communications will not be protected but 

instead open to discovery and use at trial.  

https://btlaw.com/en/insights/alerts/2023/consideration-for-in-house-counsel-in-wake-of-us-

supreme-courts-refusal-to 

 

SOUTH KOREA TO DEPLOY CRYPTOCURRENCY TRACKING SYSTEM IN 2023 

On 29 January, the Coin Telegraph reported that a “Virtual Currency Tracking System” will be used to 

monitor transaction history, extract information related to transactions and check the source of 

funds before and after remittance.  It says that the system is due to be deployed in the first half of 

2023, with plans to develop an independent tracking and analysis system in the second half of the 

year.  

https://cointelegraph.com/news/south-korea-to-deploy-cryptocurrency-tracking-system-in-2023 

 

HOW CAN AUDITORS DEFINE MATERIAL FRAUD? 

On 27 January, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales posed this question, 

saying that assessing materiality with regards to fraud is a more nuanced process than it is 

sometimes represented. 

https://www.icaew.com/insights/viewpoints-on-the-news/2023/jan-2023/How-can-auditors-define-

material-fraud 
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“SHAM CREDIBILITY”: HOW UK SHELL COMPANIES FUEL “PIG BUTCHERING” CRYPTO SCAMS 

On 29 January, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism reported on “pig-butchering”: a brutal and 

elaborate form of organised crime, often involving criminal syndicates, modern-day slaves and 

victims around the world, and involves scammers grooming their targets before stealing huge sums 

in cryptocurrency.  It says that an investigation with The Observer newspaper has found that 

organised crime groups are using the UK as a virtual base for their operations, exploiting lax 

regulation to carry out fraud on an industrial scale.  Analysis has identified 168 UK companies 

accused of running fraudulent cryptocurrency or foreign exchange trading schemes, around half of 

which are likely to be linked to pig-butchering scams.  Many of these firms are linked through 

domain registrations and while the vast majority of company directors are resident in China, details 

about the real owners are scant due to loopholes in the Companies House registration system. 

https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2023-01-29/sham-credibility-how-uk-shell-

companies-fuel-pig-butchering-crypto-scams 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/29/everything-is-fake-how-global-gangs-are-using-

uk-shell-companies-in-multi-million-pound-crypto-scams  

 

FATF: LITHUANIA AND NAMIBIA AML/CFT ASSESSMENT REPORTS 

On 26 January, FATF published the follow-up report for Lithuania previously published by 

MONEYVAL on 21 January; and the mutual evaluation report on Namibia, previously published by 

ESAAMLG on 9 November. 

https://www.fatf-gafi.org/content/fatf-gafi/en/publications/Mutualevaluations/FUR-Lithuania-

2023.html 

https://www.fatf-gafi.org/content/fatf-gafi/en/publications/Mutualevaluations/mer-namibia-

2023.html  

 

FATF: KENYA AML/CFT MUTUAL EVAULATION REPORT 

On 26 January, FATF published this MER compiled by FATF-style regional body ESAAMLG and dated 

September 2022.  The on-site visit took place in January/February 2022.   

https://www.fatf-gafi.org/content/fatf-gafi/en/publications/Mutualevaluations/mer-namibia-

2023.html 
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https://www.fatf-gafi.org/content/fatf-gafi/en/publications/Mutualevaluations/MER-Kenya-

2023.html 

 

SHIPS OVER 25 YEARS OLD BANNED FROM INDIAN WATERS 

On 28 January, Hellenic Shipping News reported that the latest Shipping Digest contains news that 

the Indian government is set to pose age restrictions for ships entering its ports. Under the new 

rules no bulk carrier, tanker or general cargo ship aged 25 or older will be allowed to call at Indian 

ports.  For gas carriers, offshore vessels and container ships the age limit will be set at 30 years.  

https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/shipping-digest-ships-over-25-year-old-banned-from-

indian-waters-two-tier-market-in-the-tanker-segment/ 
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https://insurancemarinenews.com/insurance-marine-news/new-indian-rules-on-ship-ages-unlikely-

to-have-much-impact-on-global-merchant-fleetresearch/  

 

VODKA COMPANY SAID TO BE FRONT FOR MONEY LAUNDERING GANG ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE 

On 29 January, the Daily Record in Scotland reported that a vodka producer said to be a front is on 

the verge of collapse.  Nero Drinks Company was formed to manufacture the “premium” Nero Vodka 

brand.  However, the founder and her husband were arrested in Spain in a police investigation linked 

to the notorious Irish crime gang the Kinahans. 

https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/scots-vodka-firm-linked-crime-29076547 

 

SOUTH AFRICA: ZONDO COMMISSION CORRUPTION-BUSTER ACCUSED OF MONEY LAUNDERING 

On 29 January, IOL reported that South African-born Alastair Constance of London-based global anti-

corruption body Shadow World Investigations (SWI) had resigned following allegations in the UK of 

his involvement in an international money laundering network.  It has been alleged that Constance’s 

multi-million-pound global business empire, Mercury FX, was connected to a vast money laundering 

operation involving the £3.3 billion OneCoin crypto fraud, according to British court documents.  

Mercury FX denies the allegations. 

https://www.iol.co.za/sundayindependent/news/zondo-commission-corruption-buster-accused-of-

money-laundering-028c1a0a-e4e9-49a9-aa11-7227367a4637 

 

JAMAICAN GOVERNMENT MOVES FOR HARSHER PENALTIES FOR WHITE-COLLAR CRIME 

On 24 January, Caribbean News Weekly reported that the Jamaican government is moving to review 

the financial sector legislation to apply harsher penalties for breaches, following the multi-billion-

dollar fraud at the investment firm that managed Usain Bolt’s money, amongst others. 

https://www.caribbeannationalweekly.com/news/caribbean-news/jamaican-government-moves-

for-harsher-penalties-for-white-collar-crime/ 

 

GANG TRAFFICKED ANABOLIC STEROIDS AND ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION PILLS IN SPAIN 

On 25 January, Euro Weekly reported that National Police in Spain busted a gang accused of 

trafficking anabolic steroids throughout Spain and internationally, and more than 150,000 doses 

of anabolic and erectile dysfunction drugs have been seized. 

https://euroweeklynews.com/2023/01/25/anabolic-steroids-money-laundering-gang-busted-spain/ 
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